1814,) prepared with the cold injection which I have recommended in America, and find now frequent in Europe.* I shall first enumerate a few general circumstances; and then the particular applications of oil-skin.
General Observations.?In all cases, the oil-skin ought to be lined with woolly cotton or flannel; this at once prevents the coldness of the silk being perceived when first applied, absorbs perspiration, and has the effect of obviating the chilling sensation experienced after the ceasing of copious perspiration.
I shall be particular, in pointing out, where an outside covering is denoted to prevent friction, because the influence of the substance is lost, whenever the surface is abraided. be ready for use, it ought to be furnished with.an oil-cloth cover, which will repel the vapour to be included. A blanket is placed on the mattress or bed, the patic-nt is to be placed on-the same, wrapped up in a blanket. B, is the .frame of the vapour-bath^ suited to the frame A. In the frame B, longitudinal openings, defended by iron-plates, admit iron turning-pins, C, which spring from the frame, B; these being admitted and turned across the frame, the frames A and B will-be firmly united. The cloth of the vapourbath, in shape of a waggon-top, is firmly and closely united to the margin of the frame B. Iioops of whalebone,(D) cane, or any other bending substance, are passed through loops E, by which means a complete cavity is presented for the effusion of vapour. The end (F) is drawn carefully around the neck of the patient (G) like a purse, the head isplaced on thepillowH. A tea-kettle (I), filled with boiling water, placed on the fire, has a nozzle (K) annexed to it, from which a leather tube (L) is sent off; this tube is inserted by a similar nozle into the end of the bath M, which ought to enter at the top, that the vapour may not come too suddenly in contact with the body of the jpatient, A thermometer (O) may be inserted into an aperture, by which the temperature is determined.
